Moments of Glory

FOKKER D.XXI

CANDL
Despite these failings, the D.XXI
was liked by its pilots, many
considering the robust machine a
stable gun platform with satisfactory
climb and dive capability.
From September 1939 the type
began patrolling the Netherlands'
borders, to intercept aircraft from
the warring nations crossing into
the neutral country’s airspace.

ABOVE In December
1939 D.XXI ‘220’
was damaged while
being flown by Sgt
Jacob Roos. In May
1940, it was seized
by the Germans while
still under repair
and cannibalised to
support other
captured examples.
RIGHT 1st JaVA ‘Kleuter’
Flt pilots (left to right):
2nd Lt Henk van
Overvest, Lt Frans
Focquin de Grave, 2nd
Lt Jan Bosch pictured
on May 10, 1940.
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FAR RIGHT Fokker
D.XXI ‘237’ and ‘241’
being flown by 2nd Lt
Herman Doppenberg
and Wachtmeester
Willem Hateboer
respectively, show
off the Militaire
Luchtvaart’s newly
introduced orange and
black markings circa
October 1940.
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n the mid-1930s, Dutch aircraft
manufacturer Fokker laid down
its first drawings in response
to the Royal Netherlands East
Indies Army Air Force’s need for
a solid, reliable and cost-effective
fighter. Originally intended for
use in the Dutch East Indies, the
attitude toward colonial defence
had changed by the time the
prototype (serial FD-322) first
flew on February 27, 1936. It was
decided only bombers were needed
but, despite this, Fokker received
a contract for 36 examples for the
Luchtvaartafdeling (LVA: Aviation
Department) in December 1937, as
well as seven for the Finnish Air
Force shortly afterwards.

Problem solving

The D.XXI entered Dutch service
in early summer 1938, with the
first sortie taking place on July 20.
Initially the Luchtvaartafdeling
considered using it in a tactical
support role for the army but,
instead, opted to employ it as an
interceptor. Having previously
operated biplanes, the transition
to a low-wing monoplane was
considered a leap forward –
although compared with most
other nations’ frontline fighters
the D.XXI was already outdated.
For example, the Fokker, fitted
with a Bristol Mercury radial
engine, boasted a top speed of just
285mph (459km/h), considerably
slower than Germany’s formidable

Messerschmitt Bf 109E which
could fly at speeds in excess of
340mph (560km/h).
The D.XXI’s construction
comprised a blend of wood,
metal and fabric and, despite
its intended use, lacked armour
or self-sealing fuel tanks. It also
featured a fixed undercarriage.
The four 7.9mm wing-mounted
machine-guns frequently
jammed or failed to cock during
violent manoeuvres, while their
covers often detached in flight.
Fortunately, by spring 1940
these shortfalls had mostly been
resolved, although other major
issues continued, including
numerous examples not being
fitted with radios, hampering
their effectiveness in combat.
They were blighted further if they
became separated from the radioequipped ‘shepherd’ aircraft.
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This continued until April 1940,
when heightened anxiety following
Hitler’s invasion of Denmark
and Norway led to the relocation
of Dutch fighters to the west,
away from the German border.
By then the type fell under the
command of the reorganised
Militaire Luchtvaart (ML – Military
Aviation) and split between three
units or Jachtvliegtuigafdelingen
(JaVA). Based at De Kooy naval
airfield close to Den Helder, the 1st
Jachtvliegtuigafdeling fielded 11
examples divided into four flights
named ‘Kleuter’ (1st Flt), ‘Mina’
(2nd Flt), ‘Herman’ (3rd Flt) and
‘Petrus’ (4th Flt). The unit, which
had adopted
three leaping
white mice
mentioned
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When Germany invaded the Netherlands during
May 1940, pilots of the country’s tiny Fokker D.XXI
force fought ferociously to defend its homeland.
Pete London tells the story of these
courageous Dutchmen
in a Dutch battle song as its
emblem, became known as ‘De
Witte Muizen’ (the white mice).
Amsterdam’s Schiphol airport
accommodated the nine aircraft
of the 2nd JaVA, while Ypenburg
airfield near The Hague hosted the
eight machines of the 1st JaVA of the
Field Army Fighter Group (FAFG).
Several other D.XXIs at the time
were under maintenance,
held in reserve or
in storage.

aircraft had led to several
aerial skirmishes. On
September 13, 1939
a Dutch Navy
Fokker T.VIIIW
seaplane,
serial
R-5,

First blood
Despite its
neutrality,
incursions
by German
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ABOVE Sgt Ben de
Geus of the 2nd JaVA
poses in the cockpit
of D.XXI ‘217’ at
Soesterberg’s flying
school in October
1939. In the following
May he shared in
the destruction of a
Luftwaffe Ju 52 near
Stolwijk, south
of Amsterdam.
ABOVE RIGHT Sgt Jan
Linzel’s D.XXI ‘215’
being prepared for
a sortie in 1940. The
aircraft was one of the
first delivered to
the service on
August 29, 1938.
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was brought down by Heinkel
He 115 M2+LH near Ameland,
one of the West Frisian Islands.
Despite the circumstances, the
German crew opted to alight
in Dutch waters to rescue the
Fokker’s crew, whose aircraft had
overturned in the rough sea, and
in doing so damaged their own
machine. While trying to rectify the
situation, a Dornier Do 18 flying
boat (M2+LK) arrived and set down
to add further assistance. With
the Heinkel managing to take off,
the Dornier was fired on by the 1st
JaVA’s Lt Frans Focquin de Grave

it kept running. The bomber came
down just over the German side of
the border and when I landed back
to base, I found an armour-piercing
round lodged in the cooling vanes
of one of the engine’s cylinders.”
Keeping the bullet as a souvenir,
Henk’s was the D.XXI’s first ‘kill’.
On December 6, a Heinkel He
59 floatplane set down close to
Schiermonnikoog having run
out of fuel. With German surface
vessels racing to the area to retrieve
the stricken machine, de Grave’s
section was launched to monitor
their progress.

falsely predicted for May 8 and
the Dutch high command ordered
that all available D.XXIs be readied
for action each day between
0315 and 0800hrs. In the early
hours on May 10 the Luftwaffe
launched a full-scale assault with
hundreds of bomber, fighter and
reconnaissance machines. At the
same time, a force of Junkers
Ju 52s carrying airborne troops
was tasked with capturing vital
airfields and bridges. Intending
to confuse the Dutch, the enemy
flew out over the North Sea as if
heading for Britain, before turning

leading a flight of three D.XXIs. The
Germans hurriedly took to their
life raft and were captured. Despite
efforts to save it, the Do 18 was later
wrecked on the shore of nearby
Schiermonnikoog Island.
The Luftwaffe later claimed to
have mistakenly attacked the Dutch
machine owing to its roundels
resembling those carried by British
and French machines. Following
the incident, the ML replaced its
markings with a distinctive orange
triangle edged with black.
On November 19, 1939, three
D.XXIs led by de Grave encountered
a Heinkel He 111 while struggling
through bad weather off the coast of
Schiermonnikoog, which led to an
exchange of fire between it and 2nd
Lt Hendrikus ‘Henk’ van Overvest.
Later he recalled: “[The Heinkel’s]
crew must have spotted us at the
same time as we saw them – the
pilot immediately began climbing,
over-boosting his engines. I fired
a burst from abeam and then
several from directly behind, and
its gunners replied – bullets hitting
my tailplane and engine. Mercifully

Returning home, the flight leader
fired at a wayward Dornier Do 17
without result. As the D.XXI pilots
settled into a daily routine of chasing
off and monitoring trespassing
aircraft, on May 4, 1940, Van
Overvest and 2nd Lt Jan W T Bosch
attacked a bomber thought to be a
Junkers Ju 88 near Texel Island –
again, though, the intruder escaped
unscathed. Van Overvest noted
on his return to base that: “The
duty officer, a lieutenant colonel,
commented ‘Well, this makes one
positive and one probable, but next
time bring one down on our soil!’.”
For the 2nd JaVA, the period
between September 1939 and May
1940 was relatively quiet, despite
frequent alerts and scrambles,
none of which resulted in any
actual interceptions. However, the
time allowed the unit to increase its
strength to nine operational D.XXIs,
with three more in the workshops.
Similarly, the FAFG 1st JaVA took
advantage to grow its aircraft and
pilot strength.
With the nation's defences at high
alert, the expected invasion was

back to the Netherlands. Despite
this ruse, the defenders launched
28 D.XXIs to meet them.
Initially the 1st JaVA’s De Kooy
base was left untouched and
by 0400hrs its 11 fighters were
airborne in the half-light of day.
Further south over Bergen, de
Grave’s Kleuter Flt spotted five
Bf 109s but couldn’t catch them.
Herman Flt, led by 2nd Lt Herman
Doppenberg, together with 2nd
Lt Bram van der Stok’s Mina Flt,
pursued a reconnoitring He 111. But
the defenders were ordered back to
base while chasing the intruder.
Despite this, Herman Flt’s
Wachtmeester [sergeant] Jaap
van Zuijlen in D.XXI ‘223’ pressed
on alone. His aircraft carried no
radio. Last seen heading toward
the coast he later crashed and
was killed; it is likely he was shot
down by the gunners of marauding
He 111s. Meanwhile Mina Flt’s
Wachtmeester Willem Hateboer in
‘244’ attacked a multi-engined type
(reported as a Ju 88, but possibly
a Ju 52), which crashed on the
shoreline at Noordwijkerhout.
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“It was set on fire,
while the KLM
man went home
to change into his
military uniform”
As aircraft landed back at De Kooy,
the airfield was strafed by nine
Messerschmitt Bf 109s of 5./JG 186.
Focquin de Grave flying D.XXI ‘218’,
van Overvest in ‘219’, van der Stok
occupying ‘234’ and five other pilots
scrambled to engage them. Later,
van der Stok recorded: “I saw a [Bf
109] coming straight towards me
from the left. I banked into a hardleft turn and flew three complete

circles with him until finally I got on
his tail. The German pilot, realising I
could out-turn him, changed course
right and started to dive. This was
a serious error as it placed him at
exactly the right deflection angle for
me to fire. [Pressing the fire button]
I saw the white plume of petrol and
a black streak of oil, some of which
ended up on my windscreen. The
German pulled up abruptly and
went into a spin.”
Having been in the thick of the
battle, van Overvest recalled: “The
much faster German fighters [were]
flying in wide circles around us,
preventing us [from] taking the
initiative. However, the Fokker
was by far the more manoeuvrable
and after ten minutes the
Messerschmitts broke off. But by
then there were only five of them.
“All of our D.XXIs were damaged,
but no pilot was seriously hurt
– although I had been slightly
wounded. Everyone landed safely,
but my aircraft had been badly
shot up and smoking. Four of
our fighters were found to still
be serviceable as I went off to get
medical treatment.”
On landing it became clear that
Doppenberg and Overvest had
each destroyed a ’109 – the latter’s
victim, Hauptmann Dietrich
Robitzsch in Bf 109E ‘Black 1’ Der
Alte belly-landed at De Kooy. As
Dutch soldiers approached the
German, he asked as if mystified:
“Why do you resist?” A third Bf

109, shared between Focquin de
Grave and van der Stok, crashed
on Borkum island. The Germans
claimed four D.XXIs destroyed.
However, the only actual loss was
‘241’ flown by Jan Bosch, which was
hit as he approached De Kooy. He
survived, although the aeroplane
was destroyed.
At 0615hrs van der Stok in '234'
and 2nd Lt J W Tuining – flying
‘240’ – took off on patrol but
were soon recalled – the unit had
been ordered to relocate to the
gliding airfield at Buiksloot in
Amsterdam-Noord. The Germans
struck De Kooy again just two hours
later, hitting several aircraft; by
midday, D.XXIs ‘214’ and ‘233’ were
cannibalised to cobble together
four airworthy machines.
But as the quartet prepared to take
off, Bf 109s again strafed several
machines; these included van der
Stok’s ‘234’. Rapidly vacating the
burning aeroplane, the Dutchman
calmly photographed the flaming
remains. Despite the Luftwaffe’s
efforts, feverish repair work led to six
Fokkers being deemed flyable by late
afternoon. That evening, de Grave
and Hateboer left for Buiksloot and
were joined by Bosch, Tuining and
two other pilots soon after.

ABOVE Fokker D.XXIs
‘213’ and ‘215’
escort the same
manufacturer’s T.V
‘852’ prior to the
German invasion
of the Netherlands.
Reports indicate the
bomber was captured
by the enemy soon
after hostilities
commenced.
LEFT Reserve Sgt Carel
Steensma was a KLM
pilot, but also flew
with the 2nd JaVA. On
May 12, 1940 he was
hospitalised when
D.XXI ‘218’ overturned
while landing
at Buiksloot.

Bomber strikes

Meanwhile, between 0345 and
0400hrs that morning, the 2nd
JaVA at Schiphol had intercepted
an incoming raid of Junkers Ju 88s
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RIGHT Pilots of the 2nd
JaVA pose with D.XXI
‘235’ at Eelde airfield
during 1940. From
the left they are Sgts
Ben de Geus, Hein
Bulten, Frans Looijen
and Jacob Roos, all of
whom became great
exponents of the
type in combat.

ABOVE Taking a
well-earned break
between missions,
the 1st JaVA’s 2nd
Lts Jan Bosch (left),
Herman Doppenberg
(centre) and Henk van
Overvest. At 6ft 6in
tall, Doppenberg found
the D.XXI’s cockpit a
tight fit.
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and Heinkel He 111s from KG 4. All
nine available fighters took off, but
the airfield’s radio truck had been
damaged, making co-ordinating
attacks problematic; each pilot
tackled the enemy individually.
During the encounter, Lt N W
Sluijter in ‘225’ destroyed Ju 88A
5J+GT of 9./KG 4 before heading
for Ruigenhoek airfield near
Noordwijk. He was followed by Sgts
Frans Looijen and Ben de Geus – the
latter had attacked a He 111 and a Ju

88. Sgt Hein Bulten landed D.XXI
‘245’ outside Hoorn and, although
wounded, survived. The remaining
aircraft returned to Schiphol, with
Lt J C Hans Plesman nursing home
his severely damaged machine after
tangling with Bf 109s.
At Ruigenhoek, the three D.XXIs
were joined by two more – one
flown by Plesman and the other by
Sgt Jacob Roos. At 0730hrs the five
aircraft took off to patrol western
Holland. Ben de Geus and Plesman
(in ‘236’ and ‘235’ respectively) shared
in the destruction of Junkers Ju 52
9P+DL of 3./KGrzbV 9, which crashed
near Stolwijk, south of Amsterdam.
During this combat, Looijen was shot
down by Bf 109s of 3./JG 26.
After two further sorties the
force returned to Schiphol, where
reserve aviator Sgt Carel Steensma
was waiting for them. Although a
pilot with national carrier KLM,
Steensma had some experience
flying the D.XXI and volunteered
to join the 2nd JaVA while his usual
DC-3 was under repair. Just after
midday six aircraft, led by Lt Antoine
Bodaan, escorted three Fokker T.V
twin-engined bombers for an attack
on Waalhaven, an airfield close to
Rotterdam that had fallen to German
forces. Steensma, still wearing his
KLM uniform, flew D.XXI 239.
Approaching the target, five of

the fighters engaged Bf 109s while
the T.Vs made a run over the target.
The sixth ('236') being flown by 2nd
Lt Henk Sitter became separated
in the cloud and stuck with the
bombers but was unable to prevent
a pair being picked off. In turn he
claimed a Bf 109 – although this
was later discounted. During the
ensuing dogfights, Bodaan in '238'
was shot down and killed south of
Rotterdam by a 6./JG 27 ’109.
Just after this Steensma recalled:
“The moment I fired my guns I
had a real fright. Tracers flashed
in front of me and for a moment I
thought I was being attacked from
behind. I had never fired tracer
or even practised with it. I saw
Bf 109s [everywhere] – to the left
and right while high above a neat
formation of them I still recall my
exact thoughts at that moment
‘that’s a practised formation.’ What
I was doing seemed to me very
amateurish and clumsy – as well as
very unreal.”
Slightly wounded, Steensma
landed back at Schiphol with his
aircraft damaged, its flaps and
brakes inoperable. Deemed a
write-off, it was set on fire, while
the KLM man went home to change
into his military uniform. The four
other D.XXIs also returned, but by
1400hrs the 2nd JaVA had also been
ordered to Buiksloot. On arrival,
its pilots and aircraft merged with
those remaining from the 1st JaVA.

Shattering strikes

Meanwhile, at Ypenburg in the
southeast of the country, the FAFG
1st JaVA suffered significant losses
at the hands of the He 111s of I./
KG 4, being escorted by II./ZG 1

Messerschmitt Bf 110s. To make
matters worse, this initial attack
was followed by a gaggle of Ju 52s
carrying airborne troops.
With signals indicating an
incoming raid just after 0400hrs,
eight D.XXIs in three groups – led
by 2nd Lt Govert Steen flying ‘246’,
Lt Pierre Ruijs de Perez in ‘222’ and
2nd Lt F G B Droste piloting ‘228’
respectively – were launched. Steen
spotted the He 111s overhead but his
guns wouldn’t cock, so he turned
back to base and, with no radios,
his two wingmen simply followed
him home. Steen soon returned
to the fray flying Sgt Jan Linzel’s
‘215’, accompanied by his other
wingman, 2nd Lt A M van der Vaart.
Mechanics fixed the guns of ‘246’,
Linzel jumped in and chased after
his comrades as his groundcrew
yelled: “Shoot their balls off, Sarge!”
Meanwhile Perez, too, had found
his guns were defective and handed
command of his group to Sgt Guus
Kiel. Despite his lack of armament,
he stayed with his formation until
wounded by enemy fire.
Of the FAFG 1st JaVA’s first group,
Steen engaged several enemy
aircraft before running out of fuel
and landing on a beach near The
Hague. Linzel believed he had
destroyed a Bf 110 after a firing
pass caused its engine to explode.
However, records show the crew
managed to return home. Both
Linzel and his aircraft were hit by
another ’110 soon after his ‘kill’,
forcing him to bale out, but he lived
despite his injuries. Van der Vaart
made for Schiphol following the
onslaught and, on the way, shot
down a Dornier Do 17Z of Aufkl.St
7 Fl.Div near Wilnis in the province
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LEFT CENTRE Dutch
troops guard Dornier
Do 18 M2+LK after
it was beached at
Schiermonnikoog
Island, following its
encounter with the 1st
JaVA on September
13, 1939.

of Utrecht. Damaged by return fire,
he landed safely.
The second group of defenders,
Perez with Sgts Kiel and Jaap Eden,
encountered Ju 52s; Kiel set one
ablaze, gaining him a probable
‘kill’. Believing (in error) he had
destroyed a Bf 110, Eden returned to
Ypenburg around 0500hrs only to
be strafed by an enemy fighter on
landing. With his machine wrecked
he ran towards another sitting
close by, only to see it shattered by
the adversaries’ guns; Eden was
captured soon after. Meanwhile
Kiel was attacked by five Bf 110s and
he was hospitalised after crashing
somewhere between Amsterdam
and Rotterdam.
With only two aircraft, the third
flight gained slightly better results
with Droste downing a Ju 88A,
while Sgt Petrus Johannes Aarts
attacked a Bf 110. Both pilots landed
safely at Ockenburg airfield, close
to The Hague. That afternoon
Ypenburg was recaptured by the
Dutch, although its maintenance
facilities were destroyed.

The Luftwaffe’s huge numerical
and performance advantages
dealt a swift and crushing blow to
the Netherlands’ aerial defence.
Although the enemy’s fighters were
much faster, it had been found
the Fokker could out-turn them,
but by now the force was pitifully
weak. Between May 10 and 12, the
surviving D.XXIs regrouped at
Buiksloot to form an improvised,
combined JaVA.

Extra numbers

That evening two machines
touched down from De Kooy to
join five from the 2nd JaVA and one
from the FAFG 1st JaVA that had
arrived the day before. Another
three made it through on the
morning of May 11, with one more
touching down 24 hours later.
With overpowering enemy air
superiority, the remaining D.XXIs
were generally
confined to low-level
escort missions. On
the morning of May
11, three fighters

were tasked with covering a pair of
T.V bombers attempting to destroy
bridges in Rotterdam held by
German forces. Although the first
attack was unsuccessful, all the
machines involved returned – but
things took another turn during
a second attempt that afternoon
when the group encountered a
dozen ’110s following a failed
bombing run.
With one of the bombers
succumbing to the intense enemy
fire almost immediately, several
fighters set about Jacob Roos in
D.XXI '229'. Realising he was in
trouble, the aviator jettisoned his
canopy in case he needed to exit in
a hurry. Unbelievably, it flew back
and smashed into the engine of one
of the aggressors as Roos made for
cloud cover. Emerging, he attacked
one of the Messerschmitts but in
turn was shot down; although
it has been suggested he

LEFT During one
mission, Lt Pierre Ruijs
de Perez of the FAFG
1st JaVA stayed with
his flight even though
his guns had failed.
After the Battle of
the Netherlands, he
became a member of
the Dutch Resistance
and was later captured
by the Germans.
He was executed at
Bloemendaal in 1942.
BELOW Fokker D.XX1
'216' following a
confrontation with
five Bf 110s close to
Wassenaar while being
flown by Sgt Guus Kiel,
who miraculously lived
to tell the tale.
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RIGHT Lt Frans Focquin
de Grave became
the second-highest
scoring D.XXI pilot
with 1 1/2 ‘kills’.
BELOW Hauptmann
Dietrich Robitzsch’s
Bf 109E 'Black 1' ‘Der
Alte’ on the grass at
De Kooy, after it was
shot down by 2nd Lt
Henk van Overvest
in May 1940.
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was hit by Dutch anti-aircraft fire,
it was more than likely an enemy
fighter was responsible. Although
wounded, he managed to bail
out safely.
Flying D.XXI ‘213’, Focquin de
Grave dispatched a Bf 110 of 3./ZG
1, which crashed near Gorinchem.
Injured during the attack, he
opted to land on a road between
The Hague and Utrecht. Initially
landing safely, the machine hit an
invasion barricade, tumbled over
and came to a rest upside-down.
De Grave managed to extract
himself, but the Luftwaffe pilots
took advantage of his plight and
strafed ‘213’ as he ran for cover.
The third D.XXI, ‘242’ with Sgt G
Berger, made it home in one piece.
The following day, May 12, another
mission was flown to escort Fokker
C.V light-reconnaissance biplanes
toward the east. Assigned aircraft
‘218’, Carel Steensma took off too
soon and had to return to wait
for his comrades. As he did so,
his undercarriage ran into a hole
in the grass and the aircraft was
thrown onto its back; Steensma
was hospitalised and the machine
written off. Later, Lt Tuining and
Sgt de Geus flew as escort for more
recce-tasked C.Vs.
That afternoon, Lt N Sluijter led
six aircraft as they shepherded
four Fokker C.X light-bombers to
Rotterdam. With three D.XXIs and
one C.X striking what was thought
to be a makeshift German airstrip
in the grounds of Feyenoord
football club, the rest attacked the
airfield at Waalhaven. All aircraft
returned safely to Buiksloot.
Meanwhile the Grebbe Line, the

nation’s main central defensive
position, came under heavy attack.
On May 13 five D.XXIs led by Lt
Herman Doppenberg in ‘219’
escorted four C.Xs at dawn, to
bomb an enemy artillery position
at Wageningen, just west of
Arnhem. A second mission with
the same objective, led by van der
Vaart, followed shortly after: no
aircraft were lost in either strike
although several were damaged
by ground fire.
Despite heroic resistance, the
Grebbe Line crumbled, meaning
Dutch troops were forced to fall
back to their second line of defence
near Utrecht that night. Every
available D.XXI provided cover for
the following retreat.

Exhaustion kicks in

A day later, the surviving fighters
arrived at Schiphol – despite its
war-torn state – in preparation
for a feared seaborne invasion
expected close to Amsterdam. Lt
Sluijter in '219', together with Lts F
C Bik ('224'), Plesman ('235'), Van
der Stok ('221') and Van der Vaart
('212') took off on what turned out
to be the Dutch D.XXI’s final patrol.
By then, the pilots were physically
and mentally spent; consequently,
despite the dire situation and
expected consequences, further
sorties were suspended.
With no defending force, the
fighting came to a sudden and
savage end that afternoon when
He 111s of KG 54 punitively bombed
Rotterdam with the intention of
forcing the country to surrender.
Still,
the Dutch stood
their
ground despite

around 900 people being killed and
the city left ablaze, which resulted
in the Germans threatening the
city of Utrecht with a similar
fate. The Netherlands finally
capitulated when faced with such
overwhelming force. Locally,
preparations were made for any
airworthy D.XXIs to fly to Britain –
but this was forbidden by the Dutch
high command.
Given the chaos of the action, it
is difficult to ascertain the actual
number of victories achieved by
the country's D.XXI pilots, but it
seems they amassed at least ten
‘kills’: three Bf 109s, one Bf 110, one
Do 17, two Ju 88s and (probably)
three Ju 52s. In addition to his Bf
110, Frans Focquin de Grave shared
a Bf 109 to become the secondhighest-scoring Dutch D.XXI pilot
with 1 1/2 victories, but it was Henk
van Overvest with two ‘kills’ who
became the most successful Dutch
exponent of the type. FP

